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Abstracts
From choir schools in the Middle Ages
to singing schools in modern history.
State and aspects of research.
Alexander Arlt (Friedhelm Brusniak)
Out of over 1000 years of history of
children’s- and youths’-choirs in the
German-speaking area well-known boys’
choirs like the Thomanerchor Leipzig, the
Windsbacher Knabenchor, the Wiener
Sängerknaben as well as girls’ choirs like
the Mädchenchor Hannover and the
Mädchenkantorei am Würzburg Dom are
portrayed. In this context the
comprehensive amount of musical works
for children’s- and youths’-choirs should
be approached.
This overview is compared to the relative
young and quite recently scientific
focused history of singing schools
considering the examples of Albert
Greiner and theSingschule Augsburg –
now Albert-Greiner-Sing und Musikschule
Augsburg – and Waldemar Klink and the
Singschule der Stadt der Reichsparteitage –
now Musikschule Nürnberg.

When should boys’ choral education
begin?
Martin Ashley
A longstanding tradition of choral
singing by choirs of boys and men that
has been traced back to the seventh
century CE has undergone rapid
transformation in the last two decades. In
1991, the first girl choristers were
admitted to a professional English
cathedral choir. The new practice of two
parallel, single-sex soprano (“treble”)
lines has spread from Salisbury cathedral
to the majority of other UK choral

establishments, including those amateur
parish church and secular choirs that
maintain comparable repertoires and
practices. Sometimes passionate debates
arise about whether girls’ and boys’
choral singing sounds similar, or whether
the high economic cost of maintaining a
boys only choir in addition to a girls’ or
mixed gender choir is justified by
tradition alone. These, however, may
prove not to be the most significant issues
in the longer term.
There is evidence that boys may be
slower learners than girls in such key
areas as pitch-matching and language
development. One consequence of this is
that choir directors whose primary
concern is a high quality musical result
may be increasingly tempted to favour
the girls’ treble line over the boys’. It may
be their experience that girls learn more
quickly, are more reliable, better behaved
and easier to recruit. Moreover, boy treble
lines have been shown to be increasingly
vulnerable to the sometimes-critical loss
of the most experienced singers through
earlier onset of pubertal voice change. A
key question for research that arises from
this scenario is that of whether the boy
treble line is a pedagogical necessity. In
other words, is the boy treble line
necessary to the development of adult
choral skills or might the induction of
young males into choral singing be safely
postponed until mid-adolescence when
their learning will be through the lower
voice parts?
This presentation will draw on the
author’s extensive research into
masculinity, adolescence and voice
change to examine how well the longer
term prospects of choral singing might be
served by a youth apprenticeship model
in which the “treble” or soprano line is
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provided by young female voices, the
training of young male singers being
postponed until after the time of voicechange.

Investigating the practice of choir
leaders
Pia Bygdéus
In my licentiate thesis Expression through
action. Mediating tools in choral leaders’
work with children’s choir and youth
choir, accepted by Lund University in
December 2012, I investigated children’s
choir directors in their professional
development as individuals as well as at
a collective level.
The study is qualitative in character and
the aim was to describe, verbalize and
make visible the mediating tools that
choir directors working with children and
young choirs use. In a longitudinal study,
four choir directors were observed closely
while working with their choirs. They
also took part in semi-structured
interviews. The empirical data material
consist of observation notes, reflective
writing, individual interviews, focus
conversations and videotapes.
The results demonstrate that the role of
the choir director is a complex one. When
working with a choir, choir directors
often use several aspects of their
professional role. Analysed from a
sociocultural perspective, the result
points at eight groups of mediating tools:
a) A listening attitude towards the choir,
with the music in focus; b) a variation in
ways of working with the choir, where a
variety of physical tools are used; c) the
use of musical routines; d) the choir
director acting as a role model in shaping
musical expression with the group; e) a

concentrated cooperation with the choir
through short and expressive
instructions; f) reflection in practice by
planning and self-evaluation; g)
storytelling, which results in memory
training, stimulation of the imagination
and the sharing of common experience,
and h) the use of target images expressed
as visions, small/big goals or jointly
stated, communicated targets. The choir
directors who participated in the study
use a variety of these approaches and
ways of working as a strategy for
communicating and working with
children’s choir and youth choir.
In this presentation, the study described
above, and the preliminary results of the
continuing study of choir leaders will be
presented and discussed.

Nordic choral education today:
Educating for the few or for the masses?
Anne Haugland Balsnes
In this paper I will discuss the curriculum
of today’s Nordic choral educations in
light of new choral research. As a trained
choral conductor from the Academy of
Music in Oslo, Norway, I will also draw
on my own experiences. Results from
studies of amateur choral singing show
that singers join choirs mainly for two
reasons: The joy of singing and the
experience of community. In other words,
they want to sing well and have fun.
Studies also show that choral singing
contributes to the singer’s health and
quality of life. Are these aspects taken
into account at choral education
institutions? Based on an investigation of
the curriculum of selected Nordic choral
educations, I will discuss whether the
students are trained for a marginal
professional music life where the
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performance of high standard choral
music is the goal, or whether the
conductors in spe are also prepared to
meet the thriving amateur choral life in
the Nordic countries. The purpose of the
study is to conduct a critical examination
of today’s choral education and to
propose a supplementary focus for the
education of future choral conductors.

“Put more energy into that moment!”
Understanding verbal imagery in choral
rehearsals: some initial findings
Mary Black
An investigation into the use of verbal
imagery in choral rehearsals has been
carried out, involving the examination of
directors and their choir members in
rehearsal. The research examined the
functions of verbal imagery as employed
by choral directors and how choir
members responded. The research also
identified different types of verbal
imagery being used in this context. This
presentation will reveal some of the
initial findings of the investigation.
Choral directors use verbal imagery both
consciously and sub-consciously because
they find it effective. Imagery is used to
clarify explanations and has clear aims
which directors can explain. It can affect
the singers’ responses in several ways
simultaneously, therefore it can save
rehearsal time.
The most common types of imagery
could be classed as simple in the sense
that they often only consist of one word,
as with the word ‘energy’ of the title.
There are multiple and extended images,
ie those which might be sustained over a
longer period of the rehearsal. Some
images recur from one rehearsal to

another and are termed ‘stock’ images.
Perhaps the most inventive and creative
types are those regarded as negative, in
that they refer to what singers should
avoid, rather than what they should sing.

J. S. Bach in Everyday Life: The ‘Choral
Identity’ of an Amateur ‘Art Music’ Bach
Choir and the Concept of ‘Choral
Capital’
Sigrun Lilja Einarsdottir
This paper presents a PhD research on an
amateur composer-oriented Bach choir.
Its main purpose was to study the
development of musical identities and
musical preferences of choir members as
they take shape through the collective
learning process of rehearsing and
performing large-scale choral music. The
study analyses how the choral
participation and performance creates a
certain type of ‘choral capital’ (a
combination of social and cultural capital
within the choral setting) and how the
choristers reconstruct and relate to the
composer (J.S. Bach) by creating ‘choral
identities’ linked to the composerorientation of their choir.
This study was based on an
interdisciplinary approach, seeking
concepts and ideas from different fields
of music studies, though particularly
music sociology.
The methodological approach of this
research consisted of a grounded theory
based, single case study where the case
was the Croydon Bach Choir in London
performing J.S. Bach’s Mass in B Minor,
using participant observation (where the
researcher sang with the choir for one
semester) and qualitative interviews as
main research methods and gathering
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demographic background data on choir
members via paper-based survey.
Results indicate that participants
developed socio-musical identity both
through their choral participation in
general, performance experiences and
early music consumption in the family
household and the emphasis of the
importance of choral singing as a
fulfilment instead of pursuing a
professional career. Through choral
singing, participants developed ‘choral
capital’ through a) the effects of collective
learning on their musical taste and
preferences (thus broadening their
musical taste and preferences and
reconstructing the composer) and b) the
well-being factor of collective singing and
communal learning through the process
of rehearsing and performing the Mass in
B Minor. Furthermore, findings indicated
that participants construct Bach as a
genius and a devout Lutheran, an image
that relates to the romantic image of Bach
presented in the late 19th – early 20th
century biographical writings on the
composer. Thus in general, their choral
activities form a valuable addition to their
social and cultural capital (´choral
capital´), which they use as a source of
well-being in everyday life. In addition,
participants create a certain ‘choral
identity’ by relating to the composerorientation of their choir; the promotional
label of Bach as a synonym for quality
choral singing and the emphasis of
challenging repertoire.

Co-operative Leadership as a tool of
Children’s Choir Conductor
Tuomas Erkkilä
In my presentation I will focus on the
most important theme of my doctoral

dissertation, which is co-operation and
co-operative leadership in the work of
children’s choir conductor. The
theoretical framework is set by David and
Roger Johnson. Their five principles in
co-operation are: Positive interdependence.
That is the most unconditional thing in all
co-operation and comprehensively
present in choral music making.
Everybody is in the same boat - sinking
and swimming together. The second is
face-to-face promotive interaction. The
children’s choir is a very heterogenic
group of people. However, the
communication of the conductor is
unified and communal. The third of the
principles is individual accountability. In
my opinion, this principle is amplified as
the choir performs without the conductor
standing in front. From where does the
vital trust and self-assurance comes from
then? Fourth principle is interpersonal and
collaborative skills. As with any other way
to practise leadership, one important part
of conducting a children’s choir is the
ability and willingness to handle difficult
situations and conflicts. The last and fifth
principle is group processing of interaction.

Children and singing in the
congregations of the Church of Sweden.
Historical perspectives on place,
repertoire and leadership
Gunnel Fagius
The view of children, of their ability to
make music and, above all, of the
importance of mastering song in
children’s lives has changed over time.
How this has influenced the activities
with singing children in the Church of
Sweden is the starting-point for this
presentation.
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Since 1842, when all children in Sweden
got the legal right to attend school, boys
and girls started singing together and the
church needed their song. The subject
Church Song, kyrkosång, in the school
curriculum meant that the aims of school
and church as regards repertoire
converged. Even after the subject Song
got its own curriculum in 1919 close
contacts between school and church were
maintained. The teacher of the primary
school, folkskolläraren, could supplement
his/her education to become also a church
musician, kantor, and could then provide
both employers with school children able
to sing in church. Descant choirs started to
get their own repertoire and became an
instrument for artistic church music. With
the establishment of settled terms of
employment for church musicians in 1950
- 1950 års kyrkomusikerstadga – forming
children’s choirs in close connection with
the school was therefore facilitated.
Choral singing with children today, in
2014, is in the congregations of the
Church of Sweden often part of a wider
concept of music-making than
previously, a concept strongly influenced
by the approach to children in today’s
society. How does this concept influence
the educations of church musicians, and
specifically the educations of choral
leaders?

Investment in choral repertoire: a
consideration of the Ralph Vaughan
Williams model
Joy Hill
My recent research and interest in the
composer/conductor relationship has led
to a study of Ralph Vaughan Williams.
Significantly, my Royal College of Music
Junior Department Chamber Choir has

been involved in a collaborative
composition/performance project with
the English Folk Song and Dance Society,
working with folk songs originally
collected by RVW and has recently
performed and recorded the RVW Three
Shakespeare Songs. RVW’s work, as both
composer and conductor, can be viewed
as embracing both heritage and
modernity, from his notable
performances of the Bach Passions to the
composing and conducting of numerous
premieres. The presentation will examine
the legacy of RVW and the significance of
his work for the development of choral
education since his death in 1958,
particularly in relation to the way that
choral repertoire is written and
performed.

Educating conductors, teaching what?
Dag Jansson
Choral leadership is wide and multifaceted phenomenon. Its subject matter is
inter-disciplinary, involving
musicological competences relating to
repertoire, score analysis, and
performance practice as well as practical
skills relating to gesture, voice technique,
language and error detection/correction.
In addition, the enactment of the
conductor role requires relational and
organisational mastery, where the
conductor gestalt is a combined artist,
leader, teacher and mentor. The purpose
of this paper is to explore various aspects
of conducting from a learning point of
view. How can conductors acquire
mastery of such a complex palette of
skills? Of all the elements that constitute
the role, what is teachable? What is the
significance of the teachable elements as
opposed to the integral learning
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experience that takes place when enacting
the role? Every conductor education
curriculum will have to depend the
cultural and contextual frame. This paper
will not seek specific proposals for
specific purposes, but outline a
framework for how to approach choral
leadership as a learning process, drawing
on the phenomenology of choral
leadership, situated learning as well a
musicological resources.

New perspectives for aural training of
young choral singers
Soila Jaakkola
During the last two academic years we,
Anna Nora (Master of Music, Conductor)
and I (DMus, Teacher of aural training,
theory and history of music), have had a
project on aural training of very young
choral singers. The children are students
of The Helsinki Conservatoire of Music,
and their ages have been between 5 and 8
years. The learning groups have included
children unable to read music or text. The
children sing in the conservatoire’s
children’s choir (conducted by Anna
Nora) and have had one lesson per week
for aural training, musical playing and
listening. The lessons have been planned
and shared by the both of us. The idea of
the project is to find ways to use multiple
aural training methods in choral
education especially of very young choral
singers, and to find a link between music
playing schools and the early years as a
student in music conservatoire. The
project is funded by The Finnish National
Board of Education.
In this presentation I would like to share
our ideas that we found useful for choral
aural education of very young children.
The presentation would include some

examples of the repertoire, working tools
and methods used in the classes. The
lessons have been multimethodological in
approach for using singing, playing
various instruments, dancing,
improvisation, storytelling, drawing, and
listening to music. The printed report
about the two-year project (teacher’s
manual for similar projects) would be
ready by the symposium.

Debate on the New Ideal of Education
in Lay Choirs in the Weimar Republic
Helmke Jan Keden
At hardly any other time in the history of
Germany did socio-political change have
such a marked influence on general ideas
on education than in the years of the
Weimar Republic (1918-1933). This
phenomenon can be said to be a
consequence of a struggle between the
forces of liberalism and radicalism, a
struggle that dominated the early years of
the republic after the First World War. In
these times of crisis the principles of
education that still clung to the ideals of
the German Empire - the Kaiserreich clashed with new ideas that were
attempting to bring about reform in
education. These new ideas had less to do
with the drill-and-discipline style of times
past: instead they centred on the
development and promotion of a person
as a whole. In the activities of lay choirs
the so-called "youth music movement"
played an important part, many of the
singers voicing the opinion that now was
the time to reform singing techniques that
they regarded as outdated. Furthermore
it was their aim not only to bring people
up to be semi-professional musicians also
to use the process of music making to
create a superior type of human being.
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The result was a fierce debate between
the reformers and those who rejected the
idea of reforming principles and methods
of educating singers. This heated debate
will be the subject of my lecture.

Choral Education in Paris (1815-1870):
social groups, concepts, intentions
Martin Loeser
The paper highlights the social context of
choral singing and choral education in
Paris in the 19th century. Starting in the
post-Revolution period after 1815 and
going on to the 1860, a point of time,
when choral singing had developed
broadly, main issues are the changing
political situation for choral singing and
its effect on diverse intentions of choral
singing. Furthermore different social
groups, from which choir members were
recruited, are portrayed and, finally,
different methods of teaching are
discussed with respect to the French ideas
of choral singing. Examples are the
French Orphéon movement, the Société de
Musique Vocale, Religieuse et Classique, and
the different choirs, founded and directed
by the music pedagogues Joseph Mainzer
and Émile Chevé.

puzzle that similar inequalities may be
observed in artistic worlds which are
supposed to be less competitive than
professional markets. Those inequalities
among amateur artists cannot be
explained by the same models that have
been constructed for professional artists.
This presentation deals with a specific
aspect of inequalities in the world of
amateur choir singing in France. Two
quantitative surveys among amateur
French choirs during the 2000’s show a
high level of inequalities as far as their
financial resources are concerned. Several
factors may account for this. We focus on
one of them, namely the impact of public
subsidies to amateur choir singing.
Dwelling on both statistical data and
qualitative surveys, we analyze
mechanisms that shape the allocation of
financial subsidies to amateur choirs.
Public support to choir singing is
structured by two competing models.
One focuses on the social animation of a
territory, the other focuses on the esthetic
value of musical projects.The
combination of these two models results
in a concentration of public support on a
limited number of groups.

Public subsidies and economic
inequalities in the economy of amateur
choir singing in France

Can anything be done pedagogically
about any negative aspects as reported
in the scientific literature of vocal
ageing?

Guillaume Lurton

Rebecca Moseley-Morgan

Unequal distribution of financial
resources among actors is a classical
phenomenon in artistic worlds. It is well
known by economic analyses of
professional artists. When it comes to
amateur practices however, economic
phenomena are far from being as widely
studied than for professionals. It is a

This study is a mixed method study of
the mature female voice. The singers who
took part in the pilot study were all
classical, choral singers aged between 5582. My research interest was inspired by
my former work as a professional
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classical singer and my current work as a
voice teacher and musicologist.
I open with an organological study of
voice function. The three vital
components of any instrument, a power
source, an oscillator and a resonator. In
the case of the voice, the respiratory
system, the vocal folds and the oral
pharynx. After a description of the
function of each component, the
problems that my volunteers might
encounter with age are reviewed with
reference to current scientific literature on
the subject. I discuss possible ways of
arresting the problems caused by ageing
with reference to pedagogies past and
present and case studies from individuals
in my voice studio.
Finally, I present evidence based on vocal
tasks which I devised to assess the
functionality of the voices of my
volunteers. These tests examined breath
control, vocal fold closure, flexibility,
pitch and vocal timbre.
The results of the pilot study
demonstrated that if the singer remained
proactive in their singing and targeted
the vocal muscles effectively, they could
successfully maintain functionality of
their voices.
This study is currently being extended
into a longitudinal study over 3 years
commencing in February 2014.

Choral singers' views on their roles as
followers or leaders in the choral
voice
Sverker Zadig
In choirs there are signers in all choral
voices, who act as formal or informal
leaders. This has been stated in
previous studies, both in interviews
with choral conductors and also in
objective studies through recordings of
individual choral singers. The present
study presents results of the singers'
own view of the musical leadership in
the choir, through their reactions on
events in recorded rehearsal sessions.
In this study, the method of simulated
recall was used as a tool to collect the
singers' reactions to the recorded
session. The recordings were carried
out during one ordinary choral
rehearsal, where the singers wore
head-mounted microphones and each
voice was recorded on a separate track.
Through this method it is both possible
to objectively recognize and study
which singer who acts as a leader or
follower and further, to collect the
individual singer's reflections on the
events during the rehearsal session
when the singer is confronted with the
recording. The results can help and
guide choral conductors in their work.
Both with the elaboration of seating
arrangements of the singers in the
choral voice and also as a means to
analyze the rehearsal session, to get the
best musical results from the choir.
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